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Dams:
(Criticism from afar.)

Oroville dam repairs traded for high-speed rail
LETTER TO THE EDITOR | Friday, March 3, 2017, triblive.com

Here is another point about the California high speed rail program,
which your editorial rightly say is a boondoggle ( “A derailment of
reason: Calif.'s ‘bullet' boondoggle” ): California has also wasted the
time and money on the high speed rail scheme that should have been
used to inspect and repair the Oroville dam northeast of Sacramento.
The erosion of Oroville dam spillways by recent record rains forced the
evacuation of 188,000 people living downstream from the dam. The
California Department of Water Resources has dumped huge amounts of water to save the dam.
This is water California will need this summer. Democrat Gov. Jerry Brown, who has been in
office for six years, and the Democrat-controlled California state legislature wasted time and
money that should have been spent on the California water system and the Oroville dam in
particular. The Oroville failure and the high speed rail boondoggle show how badly politicians
manage businesses. EDWARD MARTIN, New Kensington, PA
(They keep going.)
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Work continues on the Oroville Dam main spillway
By Randy Vazquez | September 30, 2017, mercurynews.com

Construction continues on the Oroville Dam’s
main spillway this week. The Department of
Water Resources has been working to
reconstruct the main spillway which was
damaged in February because of heavy winter
rain. Crews with Kiewit Corp., the lead contractor
on the job, are working around the clock to
rebuild enough of the main spillway in time for
next rainy season. The deadline for the rebuild is
Nov. 1. A study by an independent forensic team
found that poor design and construction in the
1960s led to the failure of the spillway. The
disaster forced some evacuation for residents living below the dam, but the structure didn’t fail.
The entire job is scheduled to be finished in 2018.
(They’re going to beat the Corps up about this.)

The Brief: Engineers were already concerned about Houston's dams. Then
Harvey hit.
How worried should the city of Houston — the
fourth largest in the nation — be over a possible
failure of the Addicks and Barker dams?
By Cassandra Pollock Sept. 28, 2017, texastribune.org

What you need to know
How worried should the city of Houston — the
fourth largest in the nation — be over a possible
failure of the Addicks and Barker dams? Here's
what you need to know:
• Let's start in the 1940s, when the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers designed two earthen structures
in west Houston to hold floodwaters and protect the
Clarke Godkin bought an RV to use at his
hunting lease about two years ago. Now it’s
central portion of the city during major rainstorms.
become his semi-permanent home while he
(For a complete run-down on how the two dams
attempts to make repairs to his flood damaged
work, read this Houston Chronicle piece). In 2009,
house in Rose City. Here he is trying to connect
the agency — which has been long criticized for
the trailer to electricity. "I feel blessed, even
though we’ve lost everything. We’ve been here
providing sparse details about the dams —
20 years, and lost everything. But some folks,
classified them as "unsafe" and said there was an
they’ve lost everything and have nowhere to go.
"urgent and compelling" need for action. The Corps
Michael Stravato for The Texas Tribune
expressed similar sentiments in 2009, 2010 and
again in 2016, when after the Tax Day flood, the
reservoir project manager said that the reservoirs "were never intended to hold pools as large or
for as long as they have in recent years."
• Both dams are currently holding back billions of gallons of floodwater from Hurricane
Harvey that's projected to take months to safely release — something they weren't built to do for
more than short periods of time. More than 140,000 people live in the areas that were flooded
from the dams, per a Houston Chronicle analysis. For a better sense of what the dams looked like
in immediate Harvey aftermath, here's some aerial footage.
The Texas Tribune thanks its sponsors. Become one.
• The questions we're asking: How much were the dams designed to withstand, and for how
long? Did the fear of dam failure serve as the leading factor in the agency's call to release an
unprecedented amount of water from the reservoirs? All in all, how the Corps reacted to rising
water in the reservoirs has now become the focal point of questions — and now lawsuits. Agency
officials have said that some of the "controlled releases" were aimed at relieving stress on the
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dams, adding that its main concern was water seeping around the sides of the dam and being
harder to control.
• Speaking of... A federal lawsuit has been filed against the Corps, claiming agency officials
knew for years that an overflow of water behind the dams would lead to thousands of homes
flooding — and just watched it happen without advising or compensating land owners. That case
is pending in D.C.
(The corps’ hands are tied unless Congress gives them the money.)

Documents Show Army Corps Worried About Houston Dams in 2009, 8
Years Before Harvey Hit
By Pam Wright, Sep 29 2017, weather.com

Story Highlights
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had serious concerns about Houston dams in
2009, according to documents obtained by the Texas Tribune.
The dams held but officials continue to release water to relieve pressure on the
aging dams.
Both dams were built in the 1940s to protect downtown Houston.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had
serious concerns about Houston’s
Addicks and Barker dams in 2009, eight
years before Hurricane Harvey hit in
August, according to documents obtained
by the Texas Tribune. The failing integrity
of the dams built in the 1940s to protect
downtown Houston has been repeatedly
alerted for almost a decade, dating all the
way back to 2009. According to an online
mid-August Army Corps project report,
engineers recommended raising the Dam
Safety Action Classification from Level 2 to Level 1 in September 2009. The designation signifies
that authorities should "take immediate action to avoid failure." "The combination of life and
economic consequences with likelihood of failure is very high," according to the report. "USACE
considers this level of life-risk to be unacceptable except in extraordinary circumstances." The
designation signals that an emergency action plan should be "current and functionally tested"
while authorities "heighten monitoring and evaluation." The designation also alerts authorities to
"expedite investigations to support remediation using all resources and funding necessary" and
"initiate intensive management and situation reports."
A 2010 Army Corps action plan said the dams showed a “risk of catastrophic failure," while the
mid-August report warned the dams were "critically near failure" even under normal operations.
An updated 2012 action plan identified $125 million in needed repairs. "The areas of concern
include the outlet structures in the dams that allow outflow into Buffalo Bayou and the
embankments at the ends of the dams. When these two areas of risk are combined with the
potential consequences to the Houston metropolitan area should there be a failure, Addicks and
Barker Dams were designated (in 2009) as extremely high risk and classified as Dam Safety
Action Classification I dams," the report said. While some repairs have been made, most are still
pending. A $74 million project to replace the dam's gates began in 2015, but the Army Corps said
in the mid-August report that the project could not be completed until February 2020. The midAugust emergency action report also noted that 1.2 million people were at risk and the potential
economic consequences of failure would amount to $60 billion.
In the days immediately following Harvey's onslaught, officials closely monitored the dams amid
fears they might give way. Authorities began releasing an unprecedented amount of water from
the dams, upwards of 8,000 cubic feet per second, the Wall Street Journal reported, even though
the Army Corps warned that "normal regulating procedures specify that combined releases from
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the two reservoirs, in addition to the uncontrolled runoff downstream, should not exceed 2,000
cubic feet per second." Harris County Judge Ed Emmitt told the Wall Street Journal in August that
the Corps was working to strike “a delicate balance” between protecting homes downstream on
the Buffalo Bayou and preserving the integrity of the dams. Scores of homes downstream along
the Buffalo Bayou were flooded by the controlled release.
Officials continue to release water to relieve pressure on the dams and will likely do so for
months. The Texas Tribune obtained an email written by an Army Corps official in 2011 detailing
the unlikelihood that the dams could hold the massive amount of water that continues to put
pressure on the dams in the wake of Harvey. “Addicks and Barker were not designed to impound
large pools behind them for an extended period of time,” the official wrote in the email. “These
larger and longer lasting pools … [are] increasing the threat to both dams.” Emails that shed light
on the integrity of the aging earthen dams surfaced during a 2011 lawsuit brought by the Sierra
Club against the Corps. The environmental advocacy group filed suit to stop construction on a
segment of Houston’s Grand Parkway. The lawsuit was later dropped. Officials never expected
the amount of rain that came from Harvey, so none took into account the impacts of a storm of
the magnitude of Harvey in making long-term plans for the dams. The 2010 Army Corps action
plan revealed that the "maximum pool" that might have been expected by 25-year storm is 30
times smaller than what was actually experienced during Harvey. “Addicks and Barker were the
best investments ever made on flood control in Houston,” Jim Blackburn, an environmental
lawyer and Rice University professor told Houston Public Media on Thursday. “They have been
allowed to deteriorate, and that is an absolute disgrace.” The Weather Company’s primary
journalistic mission is to report on breaking weather news, the environment and the importance of
science to our lives. This story does not necessarily represent the position of our parent
company, IBM.
(This is doom and gloom.)

Dam failure would doom Houston to "a week of corpses by the mile."
Congress must act - now - to prevent a catastrophic dam failure.
Houston Chronicle, October 1, 2017, houstonchronicle.com

Before anything else, Johnstown needed coffins
and undertakers. There were simply too many
dead for the Pennsylvania city to handle. More
than 2,000 had been killed, and thousands more
injured and homeless, after a catastrophic dam
collapse sent a wall of water careening toward
the Gilded Age mill town. The deluge picked up
barbed wire, petroleum products and everything
else in its path, transforming into an avalanche of
sludge. Local poet Isaac G. Reed described the
event as, "A week of corpses by the mile." At the
time, the Johnstown Flood was the deadliest disaster in U.S history - a gruesome event eclipsed
11 years later by the 1900 Galveston hurricane. A 21st century Johnstown is in the making just
19 miles west of downtown, at the Addicks and Barker dams. Congress must act immediately to
shore up the earthen berms that stand between Houston and our own week of corpses. One
month has passed since Hurricane Harvey turned our lives upside-down. Nearly 100,000 homes
took on water, more than 15,000 were totally submerged and the death toll has hit 70. Yet as we
rebuild and dry out, part of Harvey still looms ominously on Houston's west end. The twin
reservoirs hold back billions of gallons of Harvey floodwaters, the Texas Tribune reported this
week, which will be slowly released into Buffalo Bayou over the next several months. The dams
were not designed for this kind of long-term discharge, nor are they guaranteed to safely detain
such a massive hulk of liquid.
A breach would send forth a half-mile-wide wall of water powerful enough to knock homes off
their foundations, Precinct 3 County Commissioner Steve Radack told the editorial board.
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Imagine an inland tsunami sweeping west along the Energy Corridor toward the central business
district, killing upward of 7,000 people. "It's next to impossible to get people to believe the
unbelievable," Radack said. If modern prose lacks the language necessary to explain the kind of
hellscape a dam failure could unleash upon our city, then perhaps Mayor Sylvester Turner or
County Judge Ed Emmett should consider, like Johnstown, soliciting a poet to goad Congress
into action. Because that's the body responsible for funding and overseeing the Army Corps of
Engineers, which built and maintains the dams.
A bipartisan delegation of Houston representatives, including Republicans Ted Poe, Brian Babin,
John Culberson, Pete Olson, and Democrats Al Green and Gene Green, have already responded
to Harvey by proposing The Texas Flood Accountability Act of 2017, which will compel the Corps
to submit a report assessing the conditions and needs of Houston-area dams and reservoirs.
This is the sort of bill that should have been written back in 2009, when the Corps first designated
Addicks and Barker with the worst possible safety rating and stated they were at "extremely high
risk of catastrophic failure." It is too late for studies and delays - Houston needs action. Any
Harvey recovery bill must include the funding necessary to bolster our two existing reservoirs and
construct a third on Cypress Creek. Experts have pegged the bill at $500 million. That project is
priority No. 1. Following close behind are $300 million to update bayou infrastructure and a
whopping $15 billion for coastal storm surge protection. The cost of a new reservoir may seem
hefty, but the price of a worst-case scenario on Houston's west side would be incalculable. After
all, we're already paying the penalty for not investing on Houston's east side. The EPA
announced Thursday that Harvey damaged the San Jacinto waste pits, washing carcinogenic
dioxin and other deadly chemicals into the river. A dive team collected samples at 2,300 times the
level necessary to trigger a cleanup. Environmentalists and activists have long warned that the
Superfund site was vulnerable to a hurricane. If only Washington had listened. "For years we've
told the EPA it's not a matter of if this area is struck by a hurricane but when," Jackie Young,
executive director of Texas Health and Environment Alliance, was quoted as saying in the Los
Angeles Times. Consider that our poem about the Addicks and Barker dams: Not if. But when.
(Quit griping. You’ve had enough time.)

DNR Refuses to Extend Comment Period for PolyMet Dam Permits
The Department of Natural Resources has rejected a request by environmentalists to
extend the public comment period on the draft dam safety permits for the planned PolyMet
copper-nickel mine in northeastern Minnesota.
Sept. 29, 2017, usnews.com, by The Associated Press

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — The Department of Natural
Resources has rejected a request by environmentalists
to extend the public comment period on the draft dam
safety permits for the planned PolyMet copper-nickel
mine in northeastern Minnesota. The DNR said in a
statement Friday the 30-day comment period will close
as scheduled Oct. 16. Five environmental groups told
the DNR in their requests this month that 30 days wasn't enough time for them or the public to
submit adequate responses. They cited the importance of the permits to the project, the
complexity of the issues involved, the thousands of pages of supporting documents and the
potential safety risks. The groups were the Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy,
WaterLegacy, and the Center for Biological Diversity, Friends of the Cloquet Valley State Forest
and the Izaak Walton League.
(Down goes some history.)

Organization Removes Part of Historic Dam
A nonprofit organization is removing part of a dam in
Vermont that restricts the Connecticut River's water flow.
By The Associated Press, Oct. 3, 2017, usnews.com
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DUMMERSTON, Vt. (AP) — A nonprofit organization is removing part of a dam in Vermont that
restricts the Connecticut River's water flow. The Brattleboro Reformer reports the Connecticut
River Conservancy started removing sections of the dam in Dummerston on Sept. 25. CRC River
Steward Ron Rhodes says the dam has created too much sediment in the upper part of the
stream and too little in the lower part. He says the dam also blocks fish from getting upstream.
Rhodes says parts of the dam will remain to preserve its history. Records dating the dam are not
available, but Rhodes says it could have originated in 1939. He says the CRC will do restoration
work after the dam is removed to preserve the local habitat.
(Dam still in trouble.)

Hurricane Maria: US Army faces race against time to shore up vital Puerto
Rico dam before it bursts
By David Usborne Guajataca, Puerto Rico, 4 October 2017, independent.co.uk

A frantic effort has begun deep in the mountains of
northeastern Puerto Rico to repair a vital dam badly
compromised by Hurricane Maria, bringing first
glimmers of hope to local residents who are facing
months without water or electricity in their battered
and isolated homes. The Independent was the first
media organisation invited to witness the operation
on the ground. A reporter was escorted to the site by
the US Army Corps of Engineers in charge,
Lieutenant Colonel Roberto Solorzarno. Amid fears
that any further heavy rains could cause a
catastrophic rupture of the 100-year-old earth dam
and unleash an epic 11-billion-gallon flood on towns
and hamlets below, the US Army Corps of Engineers is leading a hazardous effort to halt
dangerous erosion of its swollen spillway. Residents in the area were put under an evacuation
order in the immediate wake of Maria but have been allowed back to their homes for the time
being. After days of preparation, including clearing narrow mountain roads of fallen trees,
landslides and other debris left by Maria, the Army Corps has begun hurling concrete barriers
from the air into the main spillway behind the Guajataca Dam. The channel has suffered serious
erosion as much of its cement cladding was washed away. Each day brings evidence of further
damage to its wall.
A risky choreography of an airborne Osprey V2 rotor-tilt heavy-lift aircraft loaned by the US
Marine Corps lifting the barriers from the dam itself and dropping them into the roaring waters of
the spillway began this week. Four additional heavy-lift helicopters were to join the effort on
Wednesday. While a priority is to try to prevent any further gouging out of the spillway that could
eventually weaken the dam itself, the Army Corps is trying also to restore severed pipelines. The
reservoir supplies fresh water to 350,000 homes in the area. All are without water in the
meantime. All that water is just being held by this thin line,” Lt Col Solorzano commented, gazing
out across the water of the giant lake, rain clouds threatening overhead. The dam was built in
1923 and is mostly just soil and is topped by a roadway linking local villages on either side of the
gorge. It is a race against time to fix the spillway before disaster might strike. “If we get maybe
another 10 or 11 inches in a few days then we will really have an issue,” he added. Local
residents drawn to the dam by the strained clattering of the Osprey were clearly buoyed by
seeing it. They watched in fascination, their faces lit up by evidence that the US military was
coming to their aid. The scene was in stark contrast to the widespread expressions of frustration
among many Puerto Ricans that the mainland seemed to have reacted slowly to their plight.
“I think it could have gone faster and I think they could have helped a little bit more,” said Yonaris
Puig, 22, who rode out the hurricane in her grandmother's house less than a mile from the dam.
“But they are here now and I hope they can fix it so we don’t have to be without water for too
much longer. The point is they are trying and that makes us feel better. I have high hopes of
them.”
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The expressions of hope are gratifying to Lt Col Solorzano, who recognises that the perception of
the relief effort has not always been positive. Part of the problem has been getting all the
agencies involved in the effort, including the local government, to work together. “It’s never going
to be fast especially when you have two or more agencies trying to work together. But we are
getting there,” he said. As well as the Army Corps of Engineers and the Marines, the Puerto
Rican energy utility is also involved in the dam’s rescue.
Whether it will work – the main aim of the concrete barriers is to slow the flow of the water
through the spillway – Lt Col Solorzano couldn’t say with any certainty. And even it does, more
permanent work to rehabilitate the ageing dam will have to follow quickly. “It is urgent,” Lt Col
Solorzano noted. “It’s really important that we deal with this. But this is an emergency band aid so
that they can do a proper fix for the long-term later on.” “We have never tried this before,” he
admitted, between pacing back and forth atop the dam trying to keep all the moving parts of the
operation in sync. “Something is better than nothing, you know, little buckets are going to make a
big difference in the end.” As each block was dropped into the spillway, the impression was of
small bricks trying to stop the flow of a roaring torrent. And on Tuesday afternoon there were
problems. A hydraulic hook release used by the crew to drop the heavy barriers was not
operating properly. That meant the crew on board attempting to pull the hook back by hand. To
try to make it easier, the Osprey’s pilot attempted to make the aircraft hop up and down to give
moments of slackness to the cables. When that was ineffective, they were forced to drop lower
towards the water and set the blocks directly down into it.
Lt Col Solorzano expressed the hope that in this lonely part of the island, residents now see that
something is being done to help them. “We want people to understand that we are doing
everything we can here to support the people of Puerto Rico. We want to make things better for
them and we are working completely out of the box here.” “We have never seen a plane like this
before,” said a visibly excited Daniel Mendez, who had come from the town of Guajataca 15 miles
away to witness the work. “And this is good because we have no electricity and we have no
water. Life is very difficult for us.” But Melvin Cardona Mercado, who also lives nearby, said he
was still fearful the dam might fail. “If this thing goes, then the water will go all the way to the
ocean. It would sweep away hundreds of houses,” he commented. “The problem is if it still keeps
raining and that means still more water coming into the lake.”
(Give us the answers.)

Don’t repair this dam until the Army gives us answers about breach
By Cindi Ross Scoppe, Associate Editor, October 04, 2017, thestate.com

Columbia, SC - A LOT OF OUR neighbors whose dams
breached during the floods of 2015 are still living with muddy,
overgrown lake beds and will continue to do so indefinitely,
because they can’t afford to rebuild the dams. Although that’s
probably much better for our environment, and much safer for
residents downstream, it’s a tough pill to swallow for
homeowners who paid premium prices for what was at the
time lakefront property with a stunning view. But on this
second anniversary of the floods, we are getting ever closer
to the reconstruction of one major dam — a dam so massive
that its breach is alleged to have caused at least one death
and $20 million in damage to the upscale homes in the downstream King’s Grant neighborhood.
Of course, cost is no issue there: Since Semmes Lake is owned by the Army, it will be paid for by
all of us — including those of us whose homes were destroyed as its flood waters rolled over
them.
The environmental review of the project still has to run its course before construction can begin,
but this summer the Army and the Army Corps of Engineers issued a draft environmental impact
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statement finding that rebuilding the lake would have “no significant impact.” Another draft
statement says that after reviewing alternatives, they had concluded that there is “no practicable
alternative to the proposed action.” No practical alternatives. Not even allowing Gills Creek to
revert to a natural stream to flow through the Army property, as it will through so many privately
owned properties.
In December, when Fort Jackson officials announced plans to rebuild the Semmes Lake Dam
instead of leaving it breached, with water flowing through its natural course, they said a restored
lake would help retain storm water. Letting the lake go natural, they said, could create a mosquito
breeding ground. Those may be legitimate considerations, but it’s hard not to think the primary
motivation is two other reasons given: They want a big recreational lake, and they want to use it
to water their golf course. We don’t know how much it will cost to restore Fort Jackson’s big
recreational lake, but we know that new dams don’t come cheap. We also know that the
rebuilding effort comes as military brass complain that they don’t have enough money for the
actual mission of the military: defending our nation. Two years after the floods, we still don’t know
how much the Army’s neglect contributed to the breach. More importantly, we don’t know how
much the Army’s neglect contributed to the breach that devastated so much of Columbia. And
what we do know is deeply disturbing. It was more than a year after the flood before The State’s
Sammy Fretwell finally got a look at the 2013 inspection about which he previously had seen only
email references. As Mr. Fretwell reported, the 84-page inspection report “gave bad grades to
virtually every part of the dam that was examined,” pointing to problems with “the top of the dam,
its side slopes and its spillway.”
I’m sure the Army’s inspection was more thorough than the ones produced by DHEC’s shortstaffed dam-safety program. But the picture the inspection painted was of a dam in far worse
shape than anything we saw in the state inspection reports — all of which are public, by the way
— of the 40 privately owned dams that failed in the Midlands. Imagine for a moment that any of
those reports had been so damning. Wouldn’t we be calling for the heads of the public officials
who allowed the problems to be ignored? Large sections of the Army’s dam inspection report
were redacted. Moreover, two years after the floods, the Army still won’t answer Mr. Fretwell’s
questions about what if any actions it took between 2013 and the 2015 floods to address the
concerns raised by the inspection. The Army needs to answer those questions, the most
significant of which are these: Did it correct the problems cited in the 2013 report? If not, why not?
The Army isn’t just any defendant. It’s the government. I fully understand why we aren’t getting
those answers: There are lawsuits, and the Army is responding the way just about any lawyer will
advise his clients when facing a lawsuit: by clamming up.
But the Army isn’t just any defendant. It’s the government. And as I have written repeatedly about
state and local agencies, the sort of behavior we have come to expect from private entities simply
is not acceptable for government. Government is supposed to look out for the interests of the
public, not what it perceives as its own interest. Government is supposed to be honest about
what it did wrong and take reasonable steps to right those wrongs. If the Army took action before
the floods to shore up the Semmes Lake dam, it should say so, and it should tell us what that
entailed. If it did not, it should admit that and explain why not. Fort Jackson is and has been a
wonderful neighbor to Columbia, but no neighbor is perfect. An imperfection doesn’t need to ruin
a good relationship. But it needs to be acknowledged. And it needs to be corrected. Ms. Scoppe
writes editorials and columns for The State. Reach her at cscoppe@thestate.com or (803) 7718571 or follow her on Twitter or like her on Facebook @CindiScoppe.

Hydro:
(The hydro City.)
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Letter: Appleton, the Hydroelectric City
Sept. 30, 2017, postcrescent.com

On the night of Sept. 30, 1882, hydroelectricity came to the city of
Appleton. That’s when a generator at the Appleton Paper and Pulp Mill
harnessed the Fox River and powered lights at two paper mills and the
residence of Henry and Cremora Rogers. It was a truly historic event: the
first time any residence in the world had lights from a central hydroelectric
source. Many Appleton residents gathered that night to see what they
considered to be a grand experiment, bringing with them a combination of excitement, skepticism
and fear at the idea of the new electric lights replacing the reliable gaslights. Earlier this month,
hundreds of people observed the 135th anniversary of that event. They gathered at the Rogers
residence, now known as Hearthstone Historic House Museum, for an old-fashioned lawn party,
complete with games, costumes, food and music typical of the Victorian Era. The 1882 lighting
ceremony was recreated, with volunteers portraying key businessmen, investors and community
leaders involved in the original event.
Mayor Tim Hanna made a proclamation declaring Appleton to be the Hydroelectric City and Sept.
30 to be Hydroelectric Day in Appleton. Appleton deserves the designation, as the city’s other
hydroelectric firsts include the first hotel and college building lit with hydroelectricity, first
successful electric trolley and first central hydroelectric station. We thank the businesses that
signed on as event sponsors and the civic groups that provided additional support. We also thank
the people from across the Fox Valley and beyond who attended. We encourage others to visit
Hearthstone during 2017, our 30th year as a museum. Hearthstone's rare 1882 Edison light
switches and electroliers still are in operation, possibly the sole surviving example of wiring and
fixtures in their original location from the dawn of the electrical age. Cheryl Kaczmarek, Board
President, Friends of Hearthstone, Appleton, Wisc.
(Relicensing ain’t cheap.)

Utility wants $220M from ratepayers for dams
BY KEITH RIDLER. Oct. 2, 2017, THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, bendbulletin.com
Hells Canyon Dam
BOISE, Idaho — Officials are considering a utility
company’s request to pass on to ratepayers $220
million in relicensing expenses for a three-dam
hydroelectric project on the Idaho-Oregon border.
The Idaho Public Utilities Commission has set an
Oct. 11 settlement conference for Boise-based
Idaho Power’s request concerning its stalled
relicensing application for the Hells Canyon
Complex on the Snake River. M Oregon officials
are refusing to agree to the relicensing until
salmon and steelhead can access four Oregon
tributaries that feed into the Hells Canyon
Complex, as required by Oregon law for the relicensing. But Idaho lawmakers have prohibited
moving federally protected salmon and steelhead upstream of the dams, which could force
restoration work on Idaho’s environmentally degraded middle section of the Snake River.
Officials say elevated mercury levels blamed in part on agricultural runoff extend 60 miles
downstream to the Salmon River confluence. “There are discussions between the states right
now as to what the next step will be,” said Idaho Power spokesman Brad Bowlin, adding the
company was taking part but that he could not comment on the gist of the discussions. “We are
still talking. Stay tuned,” Jon Hanian, spokesman for Idaho Gov. Butch Otter, said in an email
Thursday. Bryan Hockaday, press secretary for Gov. Kate Brown, did not respond to an emailed
request for comment.
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Idaho Power has 534,000 customers in southern Idaho and eastern Oregon. The company
generates 39 percent of its electricity from 17 hydropower facilities, the main producer being the
Hells Canyon Complex. But the company’s 50-year license for the complex expired in 2005,
forcing it to seek an annual renewal with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission as the
disagreement between Oregon and Idaho continues. Earlier this year, the federal agency
rejected the company’s request to exempt the Hells Canyon Complex from the Oregon statute.
The company had argued the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution that has to do with
federal authority over states pre-empted the Oregon law. Idaho Power said it incurred the $220
million in expenses between 2003 and 2015, and that they include everything from labor to
studies of aquatic habitat and work to improve habitat upstream of the dams. That upstream area
has become a key dairy-producing region for Idaho, but a U.S. Geological Survey study has
connected agricultural runoff from the area to elevated mercury levels in the reservoirs that form
the Hells Canyon Complex. Researchers say 96 percent of smallmouth bass in the system
contain so much mercury they’re unsafe to eat under Oregon standards. Under Idaho’s less
stringent standards, that drops to 31 percent.
(The greenhouse gas issue.)
No free lunch for hydropower
Mark Easter Oct. 2, 2017, hcn.org

Editor-in-Chief Brian Calvert described dams as “providing clean
hydropower” (“Compromise amid the canyons,” HCN, 9/4/17). Actually, a
spate of new research shows that there is basically no free greenhousegas lunch when it comes to generating electricity, and the burden of
hydropower is increasingly coming into focus. The news is not good. For
example, a recent peer-reviewed study published in the journal PLOS ONE
predicts that the greenhouse gas emissions from Lake Mead, compared against the hydropower
it produces, are as bad as burning coal on a kilowatt-hour basis.
Reservoirs are basically methane factories, and methane is a potent greenhouse gas, carrying
more than 80 times the warming effect of carbon dioxide on a pound-per-pound basis. Reservoirs
contain a stew of microbes that feed on organic matter in the water column, and in the deeper
depths where oxygen is depleted, the microbes release methane as a by-product of their
metabolism. Concentrations can reach extremely high levels in the depths from which water is
channeled into the turbines that produce hydroelectricity. Once that methane-rich water exits
downstream, it’s off-gassed into the atmosphere, where it joins the increasingly dangerous mix of
greenhouse gases that are radically warming our planet. Manufacturing the concrete used in
constructing hydroelectric dams also carries a giant burden of emissions that silently continue
warming the planet for centuries to come. Mark Easter, Fort Collins, Colorado

Water:
(Rivers work for us. This is a big deal. Let’s not give too much away.)

Healing the Columbia River
Activists and supporters discuss the sustainability of Washington state’s mightiest
waterway
By Alex Visser, 10/1/17, dailyuw.com

A warm Seattle evening played host to a Thursday night panel discussion on the 1964 Columbia
River Treaty, a controversial agreement between the United States and Canada that split
responsibility of the river’s hydroelectric potential. The panel, led by executive director D.R.
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Michel and committee coordinator John Sirois of the Upper Columbia United Tribes (UCUT),
author Eileen Delehanty Pearkes, and Rev. John Rosenberg of the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America, focused on the treaty’s consequences and how they might be mended moving
forward. Pearkes was born in the United States before becoming a Canadian citizen in 1985.
Having lived near the Columbia on both sides of the border, her personal experiences led her to
write “A River Captured,” a close examination of the 1964 treaty and its ramifications on both
human and natural life. As the first speaker to take to the podium, Pearkes recounted her intense
research on the topic, providing a historical account of peoples and animals displaced by efforts
to dam the river.
Fifteen Native American tribes and 17 Canadian First Nations tribes make their home along the
Columbia River, and the treaty was ratified without consulting a single one. The Columbia River
Basin, which spans an area roughly the size of France, was once home to some of the greatest
salmon runs on the planet. Now it is home to one of the world’s most expansive run of dams.
While the salmon population in the Columbia River has lost access to about 40 percent of its
historic range, Pearkes explained that dams have destroyed the habitats of countless other fish,
birds, and the original dam-builders: beavers. Pearkes expressed belief that wrongs can be
righted, but she insisted that it will take time, and the steps will be incremental. “You have to
trudge through the muck of it before you get to the fun healing part,” she said. “It’s important that
we think big but start small.”
As a member of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, Michel provided a more
personal perspective on the loss of salmon. Michel said the river is a part of everyday life, and its
sacrifice for hydroelectric power has destroyed a precious resource. Part of Michel’s focus was on
creating ways for the salmon to find their way back to the headwaters. He described the
Columbia River salmon as resilient creatures, able and willing to make a journey across
thousands of miles, so long as we enable them. “If you give those fish a chance, they show up,”
Michel said. “We don’t need to study them anymore. We need to give them that opportunity.”
Fellow Colville member Sirois discussed the topic from a variety of economic and technological
viewpoints. Sirois described the Columbia River tribes as “science-based” since their very
founding.
Sirois said all life begins with water, and that salmon are one of the four chiefs of life. Sirois said
that while the salmon are a great source of food, they must also be respected and cared for. The
need for salmon brought about a need for boats, and that transportation facilitated ties of
brotherhood between the Columbia River tribes, Sirois said. The discussion outlined UCUT’s
strategic approach at safely bringing salmon back to the upper Columbia, and the economic
benefits that would proceed. A bevy of modern technologies could return salmon to the river’s
headwaters without disturbing current operations, while bringing in up to 24 new jobs and millions
of dollars in annual fishing tourism. Last to take the podium was Rosenberg, who spoke to the
natural beauty of the Columbia River and the awe he experienced as a young man seeing it for
the first time. Rosenberg preached on the spirituality of the river and its communal importance.
With a renegotiation of the Columbia River Treaty set to take place in 2024, Rosenberg described
the significance in an aptly-timed pun. “This is a watershed moment,” he said.
(CA Water Year.)

A Water Year for the Record Books
October 2, 2017
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The 2017 water year has come to a
close, and it certainly proved to be a
drought buster. In western states,
precipitation is gauged not on the
calendar year, but on a water year
that begins on October 1st (when
rivers and reservoirs are naturally at
their lowest) and ends on
September 30th. At this time last
year, it appeared like California was
destined for a sixth year of drought,
but forecasts quickly took a different
turn. Throughout the winter of 20162017, a parade of more than 30
atmospheric rivers rolled through California, including three that were classified as "extreme."
According to a recent study, such atmospheric rivers will take a more prominent role in
California's already highly variable climate in the future due to climate change (Gershunov et al.
2017).
California was blanketed by ample
snow this year, like the 47.6 feet
measured at Donner Pass. January
was particularly ferocious, with backto-back storms hitting the Tahoe
region and piling up over 23 feet of
snow at Squaw Valley ski resort.
Storms raised Lake Tahoe by 6.5 feet,
the most change experienced in one
season! The statewide snow water
equivalent was 163% of average on
April 1, 2017, the benchmark date
used to measure peak snowpack.
While the snowpack was impressive, it
was the contribution of rain in the Northern Sierra that really set the records. The Northern Sierra
Precipitation 8-station Index measured 94.7 inches of precipitation (189% of average), making
this the wettest year on record, and beating the 1982-1983 winter by six inches! The Central and
Southern Sierra Precipitation Indices didn't set any records but came close, finishing at 179% and
160% of average, respectively.
While snow and precipitation were impressive, the combined runoff from snowmelt and
precipitation really shows the magnitude of the water year. State hydrologists measure
unimpaired runoff, in Millions of Acre Feet (MAF), to generate indices for the Sacramento and
San Joaquin rivers. The San Joaquin
Valley Index calculation is based on the
runoff from the Stanislaus, Tuolumne,
Merced, and San Joaquin Rivers.
Summing the 2017 station data for San
Joaquin Basin runoff yields a total of
14.5 MAF, which is more than double
the amount of an average year (5.84
MAF), and even more than the last five
drought years combined! This year was
just shy of the record runoff of the last
hundred years, which was set in 1983 at
15.01 MAF.
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The Sacramento Valley Index calculation is based on the runoff from the Sacramento, Feather,
Yuba, and American Rivers. The 2017 combined runoff in the Sacramento Basin was 36.9 MAF,
nearly double the amount of an average year, but still less than the record of 37.68 MAF also set
in 1983. It was this near-record runoff that prompted the evacuation of the town of Oroville after
the reservoir filled and water started flowing over the emergency spillway at Oroville Dam,
resulting in severe damage to the main spillway.
With such high runoff in the Central Valley, it is no surprise that major reservoirs are currently well
above average, with the exception of Lake Oroville due to water released for the spillway fix. After
substantial flooding this winter, many Central Valley rivers continued to be at or near flood stage
throughout the spring, and some even continued evacuating water during the summer to make
room for the upcoming winter. It looks like there is an increasing chance (55-60%) of a La Niña
year brewing, which usually results in below-average precipitation for Central and Southern
California. However, the National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center states there are
currently equal chances of below normal, normal, or above normal precipitation in California over
the next three months. And so, the delicate dance of water management begins!

Environment:
(Dang pests.)

Hydroelectric Dams, Anglers Paying Millions To Prevent Mussels
By NICKY OUELLET • SEP 29, 2017, mtpr.org

Hydropower is a big resource in Montana. It
accounted for almost a third of the state’s net
electricity generation in 2015. Floods and
droughts are always on dam managers’ minds,
but lately, energy producers are also worried
about tiny, non-native mollusks that could wreak
havoc on Montana’s hydropower facilities. “Let's
head on downstairs,” says Brian Lipscomb,
descending into the belly of the SKQ Project’s
powerhouse, one floor above the turbines.
Lipscomb is the CEO of Energy Keepers, Inc., a
tribal corporation in Polson that manages the
Seli’š Ksanka Qlispe’ Project, formerly called the
Kerr Dam.
“You can see this network of piping, we have cooling water coming in, starting with eight-inch
pipes here, and it gets all the way down to two-inch pipes as they go through the pumps here,” he
says, pointing out series of skinny pastel white and teal pipes that line the walls and keep the
turbines running smoothly. This is where the mussels could colonize quickly and stack on top of
each other, clogging pipes to the point where even water can’t pass through. “This piping runs all
the way through the plant,” Lipscomb says, “so all of this piping would be impacted.” Lipscomb
says if these mussels get into the pipes, they could cut energy production by as much as 25
percent. Zebra and quagga mussels have already caused billions of dollars of damage to
hydropower plants in Great Lake states, and last summer, juveniles were detected in two lakes in
eastern Montana.
Since then, the state has ramped up its efforts to keep the mussels out. This spring, the
legislature passed a bill that assesses fees on fishing licenses, hydroelectric facilities and some
utilities to generate an estimated $14 million dollars over the next two years. That will pay for
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inspection and decontamination stations for boaters across the state to help prevent spreading
the mussels. “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure is how we looked at it,” says
Senator Chas Vincent, R-Libby. Vincent sponsored the new legislation. “The cost of doing nothing
last session would have been much greater than what we ultimately ended up with for two years.”
The new fees on fishing licenses were assessed this spring: $2 for in-state and $15 for out of
state. The first quarterly payment of the hydroelectric facility fee is due September 30. Vincent
says even the final version is not perfect. That’s why there’s a sunset date of 2019 written into it,
he adds. But for now, Vincent says his bill is the most equitable way to pay for prevention.
“If we can't find the money out of the general fund to do it, we need to find a way that is going to
touch everybody just one time, and that's what I want everybody to be thinking about,” he says.
“How do we make everybody in the state that’s going to benefit from the prevention and
containment of this zebra mussel, how do we allow them to participate without breaking the bank,
and as well allow those out-of -staters to participate in their share as well in sharing our natural
resources? How do we do that without making one or two portions of our society have to pay two
and three times?”
If a mussel infestation were to hit Montana, hydropower facilities, and by proxy their customers,
could be hard hit. Everything from pipes to turbines to mesh metal screens that cover intake
valves could see damage from the mussels. NorthWestern Energy is Montana’s largest utility,
providing electricity to about 365,000 people. It generates about 40 percent of its electricity from
hydropower. “We really don't know the cost impact at this point in time,” says Jeremy Clotfelter,
NorthWestern’s superintendent of hydro operations and maintenance. “I think there's so many
unknowns and there's so many variables from site to site that I wouldn't want to even conjecture
on what kind of cost impacts this may have.” For now, NorthWestern will pay roughly $1.4 million
dollars a year to the state aquatic invasive species fund. If at some point the energy company
chooses to do its own mussel mitigation projects, the project cost will be deducted from that fee.
But aside from keeping an eye on the mussels’ spread, Clotfelter says NorthWestern doesn’t
have any mitigation plans in the works. “I wouldn't say I'm overly concerned at this point, but
we're being diligent,” he says. Back in Polson, Energy Keepers, Inc., the company that manages
the Seli’š Ksanka Qlispe’ Project, is not subject to the hydro-facility fee. As a tribal corporation,
the state doesn’t have jurisdiction to tax or impose fees on it. Instead, Energy Keepers makes
regular payments to the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes to fund environmental projects.
The tribes plan to spend nearly a quarter of a million dollars next year on boat inspection stations,
lake monitoring and public outreach and education. Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks has not
detected adult or juvenile mussels in the state’s waters this season. FWP will continue sampling
through the fall. Montana PBS’s Beth Saboe contributed reporting to this story.
(You won’t see this often.)

Wildlife protectors on Butte Creek have a new battle cry: Save the dam
By Jane Braxton Little, October 03, 2017, sacbee.com

In the annals of wild fish tales, hydroelectric projects are
always cast as villains. They create dams that block fish
from reaching spawning grounds. The dams form
reservoirs, warming the water to fish-killing
temperatures. And hydro managers release water into
streams when it profits their bottom line, not when it
benefits fish and other wildlife. At a time when dam
eradications are the darlings of environmentalists,
DeSabla is a conservation anomaly. Allen Harthorn is all
for taking out dams – “every single one we can,” he
said. But when Pacific Gas & Electric Co. announced
plans in February to decommission its DeSablaCenterville Hydroelectric Project on Butte Creek,
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Harthorn was shocked. After decades devoted to improving the habitat for spring-run Chinook
salmon, he suddenly faced losing the progress he had so painstakingly gained without removing
the three dams.
“We may be stuck with the same old beast we were stuck with 25 years ago,” Harthorn said.
DeSabla is a hydroelectric project where human-made has improved on nature. Without the cold
flows its ditches and diversions deliver, California’s only stable Chinook spring run would be lost,
said Tracy McReynolds, senior environmental scientist with the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife. “If we lose that as a water source – if we are subject to natural flows – it would pretty
much wipe out this population,” she told me. Hydro decommissioning may threaten conservation
gains for more than Butte Creek salmon. DeSabla is one of the oldest hydro projects in California;
its Centerville Powerhouse was commissioned in 1900. But many of the state’s 267 waterpowered electricity plants are aging beyond the point of profitability. With solar energy entering
the market, owners will likely be walking away from more than DeSabla, said Ron Stock, senior
policy advocate with Friends of the River. New owners may not be committed to the
improvements environmentalists like Harthorn fought for when they couldn’t remove the dams.
And when things go wrong, they may not have the resources a utility like PG&E has to fix them.
For another operator, “the resources may be the local handyman,” Stork said.
At DeSabla, the future of an entire species is at the mercy of competent management. Built by
gold miners, it cobbles together three dams, three reservoirs, two operating powerhouses and a
20-mile mishmash of tunnels, flumes and canals northeast of Chico. The system starts at 5,560
feet in a neighboring watershed, where two reservoirs collect cold water from the West Branch of
the Feather River. PG&E releases water as needed through a canal across Paradise Ridge into
Butte Creek, where it descends 4,000 feet into DeSabla Reservoir. It is both the volume and the
temperature of this high-elevation flow that has enhanced Butte Creek’s salmon population. After
dams on the upper Sacramento and Pit rivers decimated other spring runs, Butte supports the
most robust population of the four Sacramento River tributaries hosting the state and federally
threatened species.
Since forming Friends of Butte Creek in 1999, Harthorn and others have worked with PG&E and
public agencies to improve flows for spawning and create cold holding pools. Below DeSabla they
removed dams and invested $60 million in fish screens and land acquisitions. The improvements
rocketed the annual numbers of salmon returning to spawn from less than a hundred to tens of
thousands. Today Butte Creek is a spring-run Chinook stronghold key to preserving the species.
At a time when dam eradications are the darlings of environmentalists, DeSabla is a conservation
anomaly. While the 850 dams removed from waters across the country since 1999 have
stabilized fish populations and improved the habitat for birds and other wildlife, taking down the
DeSabla system would be unquestionably negative for salmon. Last month PG&E began
soliciting a new owner after the federal agency regulating dams refused to approve
decommissioning. Harthorn hopes for the best but fears the worst: Less cold water in Butte Creek
and a catastrophic salmon die-off. Ironic as it may seem for a damn-the-dams advocate, he will
battle through the uncertainties to make sure DeSabla continues to benefit salmon: “It’s just
something we have to do.”

Othe9
Stuff:

Other Stuff:
(If we’re going to have a lot of wind and solar power, we need storage.)

Senators push tax credit bill for energy storage onto lawmakers’ desks
By: Andy Colthorpe, 2 Oct 2017, energy-storage.news

Senator Martin Heinrich has proposed granting tax relief for purchasers of energy storage
systems, in a similar way to how the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) is applied to residential solar PV
purchases. Heinrich, democratic senator for the state of New Mexico, along with Minnesota’s Al
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Franken, also a democrat, last week introduced S.1851, a bill in Congress to create research and
demonstration programmes for energy storage systems. Heinrich, with Franken as co-sponsor,
also that week introduced S.1868, “a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide
tax credits for energy storage technologies, and for other purposes”. At present in the US, the
only nationwide, federal support scheme applied to purchases of energy storage systems is the
solar ITC, which gives consumers the right to claim back 30% of the cost of installing a PV
system from federal taxes. The ITC is applied to both residential and commercial and industrial
(C&I) systems. However, at present, the tax credits are only available for energy storage system
purchases if installed at the same time that a solar PV system is being deployed.
Heinrich’s bill, which is also known under the abbreviated title “Energy Storage Tax Incentive and
Deployment Act of 2017”, has been read twice and now referred to the Senate’s Committee on
Finance. The bill was first floated in mid-2016, where it gained support from both Democrat and
Republican senators. There are separate provisions for providing an 'Energy credit', defined by
the internal revenue code as “the energy percentage of the basis of each energy property placed
in service during such taxable year” and for residential energy efficiency measures on private
properties.

The bill’s 'Energy credit' definition would include energy storage equipment from batteries to
mechanical energy storage with compressed air, pumped hydropower, hydrogen storage, fuel
cells, thermal energy storage, flywheels, capacitors, superconducting magnets and any other
applicable technologies. Systems must however have a capacity of 5kWh or above. For the
residential energy efficiency tax credit, systems would have to be 3kWh capacity or over.
When the solar ITC in the US was unexpectedly extended last year through to 2020, the Solar
Energy Industries’ Association (SEIA), said it would lead to “sustained growth” in the PV industry.
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SEIA said the extension could be a major contributing factor in a 25GW increase in PV
deployment, more than 50% over baseline expectations without an ITC extension. Meanwhile,
various commentators have criticised the lack of a standalone ITC for energy storage and the
arbitrary application of the current rules which allow for tax credits if solar and storage are both
installed at the same time.
ESA CEO: “Bill would unlock competitive access to investment”
Of Heinrich’s S.1868 bill, Energy Storage Association CEO Kelly Speakes-Backman thanked the
Senator and his bipartisan coalition of co-sponsors for introducing the act.
“If enacted, this bill will unlock competitive access to investment for a more resilient, efficient,
sustainable, and affordable electrical grid by expanding the investment tax credit (ITC) to include
all types of advanced energy storage - as a standalone resource, integrated into microgrids or
with renewable energy systems,” Speakes-Backman said. "The cost of energy storage systems is
now already approaching the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s projections, originally
estimated for 2040. As the industry works to ensure storage is compensated for all the value it
brings to the grid and to electricity users, the investment tax credit will continue to accelerate the
deployment of safe and reliable advanced energy storage systems. The Energy Storage
Association looks forward to working with Members of Congress to expand access to new private
investment and competitive markets for energy storage".
(How about this idea?)

The US has a vast, untapped supply of renewable energy that’s neither
wind, solar, or hydropower
Written by W. Harry Fortuna, September 28, 2017, qz.com

The value of water as a liquid is obvious. We
can drink it, use it to clean ourselves and our
things, swim in it to cool off and to play, and
build dams across it to harvest its energy.
Water as clouds are also essential: they are
key for the way they deliver precipitation to
cropland and forests. But scientists now say we
may have been overlooking the most useful
stage of the water cycle.
Ahmet-Hamdi Cavusoglu and his colleagues at the Sahin Laboratory of Columbia University
published a study earlier this week in the journal Nature Communications theoretically proving
that harnessing the latent energy contained in the process of evaporation from all of the US’s
bodies of water can generate 325 GW of electricity. That’s 70% of current US electricity
production. And unlike other renewables, energy from evaporation will be available whenever we
want it, whether or not the wind is blowing or the sun is shining, and with minimal environmental
impact.
Cavusoglu’s work builds on an earlier study out of the same Columbia lab. That paper described
and demonstrated the world’s first machines powered by water evaporation. As reported in
Popular Mechanics, the “Evaporation Engine” works using what the study’s lead author Ozghur
Sahin calls HYDRAs. It’s short for “hygroscopy-driven artificial muscles” which Sahin describes as
“muscle-like plastic bands that contract and expand with tiny changes in humidity.” As seen in the
video below, as the water content in the air changes, the HYDRAs expand or contract,
transferring the evaporation energy into mechanical energy that can be harnessed to power a
lightbulb or even a small electric car. Cavusoglu and his co-authors calculated the average rate of
evaporation of all the US’s fresh inland waterways (excluding the Great Lakes and coastal
waterways, because the motion of these oceans makes it harder to estimate their rate of
evaporation). They then extrapolated to estimate the potential energy created if the Evaporation
Engine was used to harness these waterways’ latent power. They found an overwhelmingly
powerful renewable energy source.
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Almost as important, utilizing the natural heat-storing abilities of water can make for more efficient
energy production and use. When there’s too little demand to use all the electricity produced by
the Evaporation Engine, that excess energy can be used to heat up the water below the engine,
effectively storing it for later use. As if that wasn’t enough, the researchers also found that
harnessing energy in this manner could have a huge impact on water conservation, possibly
saving trillions of gallons a year. A good thing too, as the areas with greatest potential for
producing this kind of energy are the inland lakes and waterways of hot, arid, drought-prone
states like Arizona and California. All of this is still theoretical, of course. The Evaporation
Engines in existence are very small and exist only in a lab. Also, as noted in the study, “Using
evaporation driven materials and devices on lakes or reservoirs could affect freshwater resources
(e.g., altering the water withdrawal rate, gas exchanges, water quality, and recreational use).”
And it’s hard to enjoy the picturesque splendor of a lake under a plastic cover. That said, even
utilizing just a small portion of the nearly 37,000 sq. miles of the US’s available inland water,
combined with the on-demand potential of the technology, could add huge value to the renewable
energy picture.
(It could also blow us all to kingdom come. Who’s going to develop this hot stuff?)

Yellowstone Supervolcano Could Power The Entire Planet Twice Over
By Robin Andrews, Contributor, forbes.com, Sept. 29, 2017

Geothermal energy is definitely an underrated
resource. Fair enough, not every country in the
world has access to it, because not every single
country sits atop a magma chamber that can be
tapped for thermal juice, so to speak.
Nevertheless, those that have really seem to
take advantage of it. Take Iceland, for example.
This beautiful song of ice and fire sits atop an
upwelling mantle plume, which means that it is
riddled with active volcanoes, and a central rift
which is slowly but surely tearing the country
apart. The admittedly small nation uses these
molten fingers to get 13 percent of its electricity,
with the rest coming from hydroelectric power.
It’s pretty much 100 percent renewable in this regard.
Then you’ve got Indonesia. One of the world’s most populous and most densely populated
countries on Earth, it’s also kickstarting new national projects to get more energy out of the hellish
caverns beneath its soil. Indonesia is home to a bewildering array of strange and deadly
volcanoes, so it’s no surprise that the government wants to expand its geothermal energy sector
by 500 percent by 2025.
If it manages to do this, it would generate around 7,200 megawatts of electricity this way per year,
making it the planet’s primary producer of this clean energy source. Right now, the country’s 250
million people get 88 percent of their electricity from fossil fuels, which makes it a major
greenhouse gas producer. If the geothermal initiative works, this would not just benefit the nation,
but the planet. So how much geothermal energy would you need, hypothetically speaking, to
power, say, half the planet? If we imagine a rather lovely future in which climate change
nightmares were averted because the world invested heavily in wind, solar, hydroelectric and
nuclear power – enough that 50 percent of the electricity generated comes from those four
sources – could we get the other 50 percent from volcanic heat?
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), the world in 2012 used around 21 petawatthours of electricity. A quick explainer: a watt is a measure of power, and it’s measured in units of
energy (joules) per second. A megawatt is a million watts, and a petawatt is a quadrillion (1015)
watts. A petawatt-hour, then, is how many quadrillions of watts have been consumed in an hour.
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I hate this unit, and much prefer joules. One joule is equal to one apple from a tree to the ground
– much easier to visualize. So in this sense, in 2012, the world consumed 75.2 quintillion joules
(1018). This may sound like a lot, but nature is far more powerful than we often give it credit.
(Here’s a mind-boggler.)

Dammed if we don’t
Wendell Duffield, Oct. 2, 2017, hcn.org

Krista Langlois’ article
“Busting the big one” (HCN,
9/4/17) aptly describes the
existential dilemma of
whether or not draining Lake
Powell into Lake Mead would
increase/maximize the amount of water available for
human use. If more studies are carried out to
determine the best storage of available Colorado River water now and into the foreseeable future,
I suggest that yet another variable should be evaluated and factored into any decision. Based on
a well-documented geologic record, the possibility exists that a lava-flow dam may originate about
midway between the concrete Hoover and Glen Canyon counterparts, restricting any “controlled”
flow between the two. The probability of such an event taking place within whatever window of
time is considered for the useful life of Hoover and Glen Canyon Dams is uncertain, but greater
than zero.
About 20 lava-flow dams serially blocked the river in Grand Canyon during the past several
hundred thousand years. Some of these were as tall as the Hoover and Glen Canyon dams; one
was nearly 2,000 feet taller. The youngest lava dam was created about 100,000 years ago. There
is no reason to conclude that yet another will not occur.
A key and presently unanswerable question is will this happen before Hoover and Glen Canyon
dams have reached the ends of their useful lives. The youngest eruption in the river-neighboring
area (Toroweap), where volcanoes repeatedly fed lava for the dams, happened only about 900
years ago. It begs the question of when will the next eruption take place. Planners for the
continuing use of Hoover and Glen Canyon dams might be wise to include a lava-dam probability
in the body of decision-making data. Wendell Duffield, Whidbey Island, Washington
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